
Rinkoo Barpaga Audio description Video

1. Film begins with a picture of a tower block in an urban city.
2. Young man known as Bubble has put on a coat and goes outside.
3. He is walking on his own.
4. A group of young men gang up on the lonely young man. One man 

touches his stomach and laughs. The Young man in West Bromwich 
Albion football shirt is unhappy and continues walking through the 
tormenting bullies.

5. The young man known as Bubble goes to a corner shop that  sells 
everything.

6. The young man picks up bags of sweets, marshmallows, cans of 
beer and Coca-Cola.

7. The young man is outside the corner shop, he clutches a couple of 
plastic bags full of stuff. 

8. He is walking on his own, holding two bags full with crisps and 
drinks.

9. He is walking back to his flat.
10. Blank screen
11. The young man known as Bubble is in his flat, he opens the door 

and gestures with his hand. He is trying to stop something 
happening.

12. A man has entered his flat, the character is Troy.
13. The man has a cap on his head.  The peak of the cap is on the back 

of his head. The man gestures with his hands. He is communicating 
the character of Troy and uses  urban sign language.

14. A miniature British bulldog that is small and stocky walks in to his flat
15. The dog is tied to a coat stand by Troy.
16. The man with the dog uses sign language. It’s street language with 

his hands, In the right of the picture are subtitles that say:
17. “Relax look at me”
18. “Stroke him”
19. The man in the West Bromwich Albion shirt gestures with his hands 

the subtitles say “What do I do with the dog”
20. The man known as Troy picks up a green shopping bag the subtitles 

say. “Everything that he needs is in here”
21. Troy speaks with his hands using broad gestures and the whole of 

his body  -  the subtitle says “Feed him twice a day, park for the 
toilet, home, relax”



22. The man in the West Bromwich Albion shirt known as Bubble is 
putting  his hand down and moving it quickly from left to right. The 
subtitle says “I don’t want any trouble”

23. The man with the cap gestures confidently opening his hand and 
putting it to his face. The subtitle says, “Remember, you owe me”

24. Subtitle says, “ At school I saved you from the bullies”
25. blank screen
26. Film of Bubble in his coat walking dog known as butch, it is a 

miniature British Bull dog 
27. Gang of young men try to bully The man in the West Bromwich 

Albion shirt
28. The dog challenges the bullies, they look worried
29. The dog chases the bullies away
30. The bullies run away
31. Bubble in his coat and West Bromwich Albion shirt smiles confidently 

at end of film
32. blank screen
33. Credits and logos with picture of Bubble and dog on a park bench 

Credits: Birmingham REP Theatre, Unlimited, Deaf Explorer, Arts 
Council England


